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All that. . .  . Oh, all that!
I could see all that from my crow's nest. . . . From
Jerusalem to Gettysburg in one glance. . . . And I saw
. . . actually saw . . . that spread of sky in those remote
days, ... As I see it still. . . .
With me these visions are extraordinarily vivid and per-
sistent. There are times when I see beneath me more than
a whole hemisphere stretch out from Cathay to Tennessee,
shimmering in a gentle sunlight. . . , I sit thinking of
nothing in particular in my New York room. . . . And
look suddenly right through the opposite side of lower
Fifth Avenue. . . . Yes; through the front of the French
Cinema, and Mr. Carl van Doren's apartment, and Mr.
Gorham Munson's and Dauber and Pine's and Macmillan's.
The track goes level until it reaches Altoona and the Horse
Shoe Bend. Then from the Ridge it broadens out and
broadens and broadens, stretching over the smouldering
cities that rise, infinitely little where the straight lines of the
railways intersect at right-angles. . . . All those towered
silhouettes rise greyish silver against the pale silver light!
Till the sight tumbles over the edge of the world.
But that vision goes beyond the great oval sweep that is
my Great Trade Route one and indivisible. To see that I
must place myself in Cathay, or at its Western limit. . . .
That last is Memphis, Tennessee. But not the Memphis,
Tennessee, that you mean. Ah, no, it is the Memphis, Ten-
nessee, of my childhood's imagination. It had immense red-
sandstone temple pillars, towering up into the limpid sky,
the lotus flower painted below the capitals, the Father of
Waters no eye ever saw flowing beside them. And palm trees
and the ibis and the hippopotamus for ever on its sands.. . .
Those, then, are the limits of my Great Trade Route:
Cathay with the mandarins in flowered silks and jewelled
stairs and gilded junks; and a Memphis, Tennessee, of a
Golden Age with red pillars and ibis and hippopotamus.
The Great Route along which went all beauty, all light; all
civilization unites them with its oval course, running there
and back again through the sea of Jason and Ulysses* . . .
I wonder what is the plural of hippopotamus? . . .

